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Beginners will love these 6 ripple designs! The little book is the perfect size for people on the go.

Easy design instructions will make the process so much fun!
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I bought this book to get one afghan - the Rustic Ripple. I have not been disappointed. It is a very

easy pattern and I am aleady finishing my first lap afghan.I have looked at all the other patterns. All

seem easy and interesting.The photography is good, the written instructions are excellent. There

are no charts though, so do not buy this if you want a chart.I find charts very hard to use, so I don't

need them included in a book.You can get this book at fairly low prices on , so if you wind up using

only one or two patterns it is worth it.It is a small book - easy to get lost.There are no instructions for

adapting the pattern. However, with just a little experience you can do that. I changed the Rustic

Ripple from two strands to one strand with no effort. Next time I will be able to add more stitches to

make it wider. The author does not tell you how to do that, so you have to figure it out yourself.He

does not tell you how to adapt the pattern to other yarns you will have to experiment, but that is

typical of this type of book.Overall, it is a very goot basic ripple book.

I know how to make a ripple afghan, I wanted to make the pretty one on the cover we purchased

this booklet. And I can't even use the pattern because it's not descriptive enough. It doesn't give you

a stitch count at the end of a row, doesn't tell you if you should skip 3 spaces or just one when you



chain 3 between each little cluster. I spent 6 hours trying to get it to look right, and all I get is a limp

mess of the first two rows that doesn't match up for peaks/valleys and has holes that you could drive

a (matchbox) mack truck through. I checked the leisure arts website for corrections and there are

none.Definitely not satisfied with this leisure arts item.

I tried to do one of the afghans in this book and just couldn't figure it out. I got help from another

lady that does a lot of crocheting and she couldn't do it either. We were wondering if there was a

misprint in the directions.

This is an excellent book for the beginner who wants to learn to crochet the ripple afghan. Very

simple to understand.

I am a beginner crocheter. I find that although it has some pretty afgan patterns, I find that the

patterns are too much for me. I need to start with something smaller and graduate to this book.

This was a replacement to one I had and misplaced and I truly enjoy making the afghans in this

bookletI was very pleased to be able to find and replace it

Handy size, but too much detail in the instructions. The patterns are very ordinary and readily

available in other publications..

Was hoping for some new twists on doing ripples, something creative or different. Really basic info,

and only six patterns.
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